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This paper deals with the phonological differences of three dialects 
within two provinces in Canada. One dialect recorded was that from a region 
in New Brunswick, while the other two dialects were from different areas in 
Saskatchewan. The two informants from Saskatchewan came from the central 
and southwest regions. The subjects were asked to read a list of words which 
contained all the vowel sounds. This was taped and later transcribed 
phonetically and can be found in the appendix. 

Coupled with the above mentioned data, Table I in the appendix also 
contains Bloomfield's phonetic transcriptions of a Maritime and a Western 
Saskatchewan dialect.l This was for comparison. The validity of his 
transcriptions were also checked against our own data. A more detailed 
explanation of this table will be given later. 

Another table in the appendix includes the differences and similarities 
between Bloomfield's data and our own. One interesting difference noted that 
has not been indicated in Bloomfield's article was the vowel length in the 
New Brunswick dialect. This will be discussed following the introduction. 

The rest of this paper will encompass variation within Saskatchewan. 
Four major differences will be elaborated upon separately. 

The first section will explain and give examples of the rule of medial 
T-devoicing in this dialect. 

A second section will deal with the voicing alternation, [hw] versus 
[w] within Saskatchewan, in words- such as ~' whether, and which. 

A third section will deal with Canadian Raising as described by Chambers. 

The general Canadian Raising rule will be explained as well as the conditions 
which can be added in order to yield different English Canadian dialects. 
However, an extra condition will be mentioned and explained, yielding a distinct 
dialect not mentioned by Chambers. 

The last variation dealt with is the devoicing of fricatives at the end 
of words recorded from data collected on Saskatchewan dialects. 

' 
New Brunswick Lengthening 

Vowel lengthening is not mentioned as a difference between the dialects 
of the Maritimes and Saskatchewan in Bloomfield's article. Although these 
specific examples were taken from a New Brunswick dialect, it probably occurs 
throughout the whole Maritime area. 

A lengthening of the vowel occurs in a strong, stressed syllable. A 
strong syllable is one that has a tense vowel followed by any number of 

2 

consonants or any vowel followed by two consonants.3 For example, the lengthening 
occurs in the word romance (rone:ns) but not in the word coffin (tl,fin) because 
there is no strong, stressed syllable in this word. 

Examples of vowel lengthening that occur in New Brunswick and not in 
Saskatchewan are listed below.4 
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Word New Brunswick Saskatchewan 

romance [ronie:ns] [rouiens] 
wives [w'aI-:vz] [waivz] 

' [divaiz] devise [divaI:z] 
yoke £jo:kl [j'ok·] 
ladder [1': t~] [litar] 
la tin [Th! :tn] [litn] 
choose [C'u:z] [cuz] 
feud [fju:dJ r fjudl 
gourd [g6:rd] [g'ord] 
hew [hju: 1 [~ju] 
advise [a:idvaI': z] [a:idvaiz] 

T-Voicing 

A medial "t" in words such as 
by our informants from Saskatchewan. 
English. 

bitter and butter can be optionally voiced 
This rule does not apply in New Brunswick 

t --> d medially 

Saskatchewan New Brunswick 

butter (bA ta') or (bA ta') 
(bAdA) 

bitter (blta-) (bita") 
(bid~) 

litter (latEr) or (la tar) 
(J.adg) 

Variation Within Saskatchewan: [w] versus [hw] 

A variation found within Saskatchewan pertains to the voiced and voiceless 
phonetic representation of the wh sound. Initial consonants in such words as 
whether, what and why are sometimes pronounced phonetically as voiced, [w], or 
voiceless [hw]. This variation, however, seems to be optional initially, 
regardless of the environment which follows. In other words, people speaking 
in this dialect sometimes pronounce words spelled with wh as [w] or as [hw]. 
But, in other words, namely those spelled with w only, ;:-g. wear, weather, 
the only permitted pronunciation is with a voiced [w]; the voiceless counter
part [hw] is excluded here. In pairs of words such as weather; whether and 
~; where at times the phonetic distinction is made while, at other times, 
no phonetic distinction is made between these pairs of words. Examples of this 
are given in chart below: 

what (WA t] or (hwAt] 
whether [we: oc:r] or [hwe:o.:rl 
wheel [wil] or [hwil] 
whip [wip] or [hwip] 
whim [wim] or [hwim] 
whisk [wisk] or [hwisk] 
whiff [wif] or [hwif] 
whack [Wa:!k] or [hWa:!k] 
whale [wel] or [hwel] 
wear [we:r] 
weather [ we:oao] 
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Canadian Raising 

In Canadian English, the rule of Canadian Raising is present. This 
was reported by Chambers (1973). 4 The essence of this rule is this: a low 
back vowel [a] is raised to a mid vowel (A] before a glide. Thus, if one 
applied CR to such words as twice, /twais/, citation /saiteisen/ and cite 
/salt/, the low back vowel [a] would be converted to [A] yielding [twAys], 
[sAyt~I~an] and [sAyt]. 
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There are conditions, however, which are added to this general rule 
which result in dialect variations within Canada. For instance, there is a 
central Canadian condition which stipulates that CR would not apply to 
words whereby the next vowel is stressed.5 In addition, the following 
consonant must be voiceless. An example of this can be found in a pair of 
words such as cite /sait/ and citation /saiteI§an/. The second word, citation 
meets the requ~ents of the above mentioned condition, therefore blocking 
the rule for such a word in this dialect. However, the word cite would 
undergo Canadian Raising because the first vowel is not foll~by a stressed 
vowel, thereby yielding [sAit]. 

In another dialect, CR applies when the low back vowel [a] is followed 
by a glide and a voiceless consonant. That is, the condition on stress. is 
absent, An example of this is found in words such as ride /raid/ and down 
/daun/ which contain a voiced consonant after the voweT"aiid thus preve~ 
CR from occurring. The phonetic form of these two words are as follows [raid], 
[dann]. However, CR would apply to such words as citation /saitet!en/ and 
tight /tait/ --> [tAytJ because this dialect has no condition on stress and 
the low back vowel [a] in both words is followed by a voiceless consonant. 
This dialect is the most comnon one in Western Canada. And for the purposes 
of this paper, could be called Western Canadian Dialect I. 

Still another dialect in Canada lacks the condition on stress and, 
in addition, the condition on voicing of the following consonant is less 
restrictive. For instance, in words such as the following Canadian Raising 
is applied: 

lout /laUt/ --> [lAUt] 
(noun) house /ha Us/ --> [hAUS] 
clout /klaUt/ --> [klAUt) 
out /aUt/ --> [AUt] 
about /ebaUt/ --> ['i!bAUt] 

However, interestingly enough, the subject who speaks this dialect also 
consistently applies CR before a [w] glide and a voiced consonant. Thus, the 
following words containing a low back vowel are converted to a mid vowel. 

loud /laUd/ [lAUd] 
(verb) house /haUz/ [hAUz] 
cloud /klaUd/ [klAUd] 
shroud /sraUd/ [~rAUd] 
powder /paUd r/ [pAUdar] 
louder /laUd r/ [lAUder] 
rouse /rawz/ [rAUz] 
hound /haUd/ [hAUd] 
howl /haUl/ [h11Ul] 
found /faUnd/ [f 11Und] 

But when the /aU/ is at the end of the word, CR is blocked. Examples: 
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how /haU/ [haU] 
now /naU/ [naU] 
wow /waU/ [waU] 
cow /kaU/ [kaU] 
brow /braU/ [braU] 

In this dialect, CR is also always applied before a [y] glide and a 
voiceless consonant. For instance, this subject raises a low back vowel [a] 
to a mid vowel [A] consistently in the above mentioned environment. Thus, 
CR applies to these words: 

write 
rice 
advice 
cite 
citation 

/rait/ 
/rais/ 
/aidvais/ 
/sait/ 
/saitesen/ 

(rAit) 
[rAis] 
[a!dVJ\IS) 
[sAit] 
[sr-Iteisen] 

However, Canadian Raising blocks before the glide [I] elsewhere. In 
other words, CR is not applied, before a voiced consonant or at the end of 
a word. Examples of this can be found in such words as tide, five, and tie. 

tide /taid/ [taid] 
five /faiv/ [faiv] 
tie /taI/ [taI] 
ride /raid/ [raid] 
rider /raider/ [raider] 
advise /aidaiz/ [aidaiz] 
devise /divaiz/ [divaiz] 

For clarification purposes, the following chart may be useful. Canadian 
Raising in this dialect is: 

obligatory obligatory blocked 

loud 
/laUd/ 

CR [lAUd) 

lout 
/laUt/ 
[lAUt) 

now 
/naU/ 
[naU] 
before a 

CR 

Environment: before 
a voiced consonant 
and a [U] 
glide 

obligatory 

write 
/rait/ 
[rr-It] 

Environment: before 
a voiceless con-
sonant and a [I] 
glide 

before a voice
less consonant 
and a [U] glide 

blocked 

ride 
/raid/ 
[raid] 
before a voiced 
consonant and a 
[I] glide 

[U] glide and at 
the end of the word 

blocked 

tie· 
/taI/ 
[taI] 
before a [I] glide 
and at the end of a 
word 

As we have seen so far, Canadian Raising is applied in this dialect before the 
[U] glide followed by at least one seigment. The formal statement of this 
rule is as follows: 

-- U --> AU / __ [+segment] 

However, CR applies to the vowel before the glide [I] in this dialect only 
before a voiceless consonant. The formal statement of this rule is: 



aI --> AI /~(-voice) 

For the purposes of this paper, this dialect will be called Western Canadian 
Dialect II. 

Devoicing of Final Fricatives 

This section will deal with another aspect found in the Saskatchewan 
dialect. Words which end in phonemic voiced fricatives are virtually 
completely devoiced phonetically, but are, nevertheless, still distinct from 
their voiceless counterparts. The difference seems to be one of tenseness. 
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The phonemi·cally voiceless fricative is lax phonetically, while the phonemically 
voiced one is tense phonetically. This difference was noted when the informant 
verbally articulated the words while using the voicing test. This test 
consists of placing your fingers in your ears while the words are being 
pronounced. If a sound is voiced, then you will hear a buzzing sound. If it 
is voiceless, then the buzzing will be absent. 

Nevertheless, a distinction between underlying voiced and voiceless 
fricatives is maintained, at least for /s/, /z/. An underlying /s/ is lengthened 
phonetocally in word final position: a /z/ is not (length will be represented 
by a colon). This rule, S-lengthening, evidently precedes the rule by which 
the fricatives are completely devoiced phonetically. In addition, vowel devoicing 
is preceded by vowel shortening. (This will be represented by the symbol w. 

The vowel shortening rule stipulates that a vowel be made shorter before a 
voiceless consonant. Here is an example of a phonological derivation. 

Canadian Raising 
Vowel Shortening 

advice 
/advays/ 

/\Y 
"/..y 
s: 

advise 
/advayz/ 

s lengthening 
Fricative devoicing [adv Xys:] [advays] 

The following chart indicates the difference in tenseness as mentioned above: 

Voiceless Lax Voiceless 

wife wives 
leaf leave 
advice advise 
rice rise 
cloth clothe 
bath bathe 
clash 
patch 

APPENDIX 

Explanation of Table I (following) 

Tense 

The first column (words 1 to 43 inclusive) indicates Bloomfield's representation 
of the pronunciation of a Maritime dialect (Halifax) and the final column is his 
representation of a Western Saskatchewan dialect. 

The middle columns represent our data collected on dialects from Southern New 
Brunswick (Saint John), Southwest Saskatchewan and Western Saskatchewan. 

Words 44 to 68 inclusive are of our own inclusion so columns one and four are blank. 

An arrow indicates that the word is pronounced exactly the same as the representation 
given in the preceding column. 

t 

I 
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TABLE I 

M.W.B. s. w. Central M;•W .B. 
Maritime New Saskat- Saskat- Saskatchewan 
~Halifax) Brunswick chew an chewan (Western) 

1. asceptic cs' septik ase:ptik ---"> ---> a' se:ptik 

2. aunt cent ant cent ---> ---> 

3. beauty bjuti ---> ---> ---> ---> 

4. boss bos bas bos ---> bus 

5. brewed brud brud ---> ---> ---> 

brjud 

6. camphor kcemf<f kalmfa" ---> ---> k.cemfa 

7. caterpillar kaltapilur ---> kaltapilEf ---> kaltapilur 

8. chocolate tf oklat tJcakle:t ---> t rake:le:t t raklat 

9. choose tJuz t ru: z cuz ---> tJuz 

10. coffin kofan kofin kafin ---> kafn 

11. cushion k'1.J'fan 
ku· 11n 

k1.1san ---> ---> ku rr; 

12. doll dOl dOl dal ---> dOl 

13. fatality fatalliti fatceliti ---> fatiliti fatailiti 
f t liti 

14. food fud ---> ---> ---> ---> 

15. feud fjud fju:d fjud ---> ---> 

16. gourd go rd go:rd go rd ---> gi.rrd 

17. grease gris ---> ---> ---> ---> 
griz 

18. greasy gr1Si grisi ---> ---> ---> 

grizi 

19. hew ju hju hju: hju ---> ---> 

20. hiccup hikap hik11p ---> hikap ---> 

21. hoof hvf ---> huf ---> huf 

22. horror harar harar horar ---> hora 

23. house hAUS ha vs h vs ---> ---> 

ha'U'S 

24. lat in lcetn lee: tn lcetin ---> lcetn . 
25. march martJ marr ---> ---> mart r 
26. miracle me:rakl mirakl mirikl mirakl ---> 

mirakl 
27. mock mak ---> ---> ---> ---> 

28. moth mae ---> ---> ---> ---> 

29. nausea navzia ---> nazia ---> nasia 

30. nominative namnativ naminativ ---> namnativ ---> 

31. of ov, av ::;V av av ---> 

32. persist pasist P<1Sist ---> ---> pa'sist 

33. poor ---> por ---> pvr pvr 
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M.W.B. s .w. Central M.W.B. 
Maritime New Saskat- Saskat- Saskatchewan 14 
(Halifax) Brunswick chew an chewan ~Western~ 

34. romance ro118lns ro:118lns roDl!ns ---> rA118lns 

35. sirup strep serep sirep ---> ---> 
36. swath swe swae ---> ---> ---> 

swme 
37. tune tun tun ---> tyun tjun, tun 

38. waft waft waft ---> waef t waft 
waef t 

39. wasp wasp ---> --> ---> ---> 
40. what wat ---> hWflt WAt hwot 

41. wife WA If ---> waif WA If 

42. wives waivz waI:vz waivz ---> ---> 
43. yoke jok ---> ---> ---> ---> 
44. louder lauda lAuda ---> 
45. powder pauda pAuda ---> 
46. bitter bita ---> bida 

47. butter bAta bAda bAda 

48. latter la!te ---> ---> 
49. ladder la!:da la!da ---> 
50. looter lute ---> ---> 
51. vicarious vaikerias vikerias vaikerias 

52. micron maikran maikran ---> 
53. micro- maikro- ---> ---> 

scope skop 
54. granery grenai grenai grenai 

55. garage garaej garaj ---> 
56. squirrel skerral ---> ---> 
57. drought draut ---> ---> 
58. creek krik ---> ---> 
59. bitter blt bid ---> 
60. bidder bida bida ---> 
61. citation saI:teJan saitefen 

62. cite salt ---> ---> 
63. hypothesis haipo0sis haipaesis ---> 
64. devise divaI:z divaiz ---> ! 

65. device divais divaI:s ---> 
66. loud laud lawd ---> 
67. advice aidvais ---> ---> 
68. advise aidvaI:z ---> ---> 
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Explanation of Table II in the Appendix 

The main purpose in setting up this table was in order to clarify 
differences and s·imilarities between Bloomfield's data and our own. In 
Bloomfield's article if a word was pronounced differently in the Maritimes as 
opposed to the Western Saskatchewan dialect, the number representing this word 
was placed on the left hand side of the page under differences. If, on the 
other hand, Bloomfield's data indicated that no difference existed between these 
two distinct dialects, then the numbers representing these words were placed on 
the left side of the page under similarities. 

Our data in comparison to this is represented on the right hand side of 
the page. The same form as above mentioned was also used for listing our data. 
For instance, the first word number 1 (aseptic), according to our data was 
pronounced the same way in both dialects. On the other hand, Bloomfield recorded 
a difference in the pronunciation of this word. 

DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN BLOOMFIELD'S DATA AND OUR DATA 

TABLE II 

In Bloomfield's article In our data words that are 
words that are 

Different Same Different Same 
1 2 2 1 

4 3 4 3 

5 (gives 2 variations for 6 5, 6 
one dialect) 7 

8 7 8 (variation within Sask.) 

11 (gives 2 variations 12 9 (vowel length) 11 

14 10 

15 12 14 

16 15 (vowel length) 

17 (gives 2 variations) 16 (vowel length) 17 

18 (gives 2 variations) 18 

19 (gives 2 variations) 19 (vowel length) 
20 20 (within Sask.) 

22 21 21, 22 

23 (gives 2 variations) 24 23 

26 (gives 2 variations) 25 24 (vowel length) 25 

27 26 (variations within Sask.) 27 
29 28 29 28 

30 30 (within Sask.) 

31 (gives 2 variations) 31 (within Sask.) 

32 33? 33 (within Sask.) 32 

34 35 34 (in vowel length) 
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In Bloomfield's article 
words that are 

Different 

36 (gives 2 variations) 

37 

38 (gives 2 variations) 

40 41 

42 

43 

In our data words that are 

Different 

35 

37 (within Sask.) 

38 (within Sask.) 

40 (within Sask.) 

41 (within Sask.) 

42 (in vowel length) 

44 

45 

46, 47 

49 (in vowel length) 

51 (in vowel length) 

52 

54 (within Sask.) 

55' 60' 62 

64 (in vowel length) 

65 (in vowel length) 

66 

FOOTNOTES 

~ 
36 

43 

48 

so 

56 

57' 58' 
59, 61 
67 

68 
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